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Intro
oduction
Koree Energy pro
ovides energy procurem
ment and en
nergy price risk manageement services
to a significant number of large energy users in Irreland and ccurrently maanages circaa
00 GWh of eelectricity on
n behalf of large electricity users. Our clients include 5 o
of the
2,70
coun
ntry’s top teen energy users and glo
obal leaderss in the pharmaceutical, IT and Foo
od
secttors.
ents are a kkey driver b
behind the p
premium in Irish power prices ove
er key
Capaacity payme
Euro
opean whollesale powe
er markets:
posed reducction in the Annual Cap
pacity Paym
ment Sum (A
ACPS)
Koree Energy notes the prop
to €463,103,448, which rep
presents a rreduction off circa 19.3%
% on the AC
CPS for 2015
5.
Desp
pite this weelcome cost reduction, we remain concerned aat the contiinued significant
conttribution of the ACPS to
o Irish wholesale poweer prices which remain uncompetittive in
the context of tthe broaderr European market.
m
As evidenced in Figure 1, below, Irish
h
who
olesale poweer prices haave traded aat a significaant premium
m over key European
E
marrkets on a co
onsistent baasis over reccent years.
Figu
ure 1: Europ
pean monthly wholesalle power prrice comparrison: Baselo
oad power,
€/MW
Wh (Source: Argus, Specctron, SEMO
O)
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Determination of ACPS for 2016/2017 should be aligned with future I‐SEM CRM
values:
We are also concerned that the ACPS is being set with reference to mechanisms which
have largely been agreed between the years 2005 and 2012, without incorporating the
output from work currently underway in relation to the development of the Capacity
Remuneration Mechanism (CRM) which will replace the current Capacity Payment
Mechanism (CPS) in October 2017.
At the recent CRM stakeholder worskshop on the CRM, on 8 May 2015, there was
considerable reference to capacity payments being made at times of supply scarcity
only, once I‐SEM is implemented. In contrast with the current CPS, we would expect
that this would result in a significant reduction in the total sum of money paid to
generators in the form of capacity payments. Assuming that this is the case, we request
that the Regulatory Authorities / SEM Committee review their proposals for the
continued payment of inordinately high capacity payments to generators through 2016
and 2017.
On a related point, given that a key initial objective of the current CPS was to provide a
positive investment signal for new entrant generators, we question how the CPS for
2016 and 2017 can serve to this this, as power generators will already be looking to the
format of the new CRM when evaluating the viability of any future projects.
Given the impending changes in structure to the Irish power market with the
implementation of I‐Sem in October 2017, we urge the Regulatory Authorities and SEM
Committee to take the opportunity now to improve the competitiveness of Irish
wholesale power prices by implementing a more substantial decrease in the value of the
Annual Capacity Payment Sum (ACPS) for 2016 and for 2017.
End.
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